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Abstract

Delay Tolerant Networks (DTNs) are characterized by intermittently con-
nected links formed by mobile nodes’ probabilistic encounters. Most DTN
routing techniques use the first encountered node who has smaller routing
metric as a relay node. Prior work on DTN routing can be broadly classified
into one which takes the minimum out of expected delays for all possible
individual routing paths, referred to as MinEx, as a routing metric to de-
cide the next hop relay node. Fundamentally, MinEx has no difference from
the shortest path computation in conventional multi-hop networks, where
a link weight is the expected inter-meeting time. However in DTNs, nodes
meet intermittently by their mobility, hence the links formed from the meet-
ings are probabilistic. In this environment, MinEx often fails to accurately
estimate the actual delay since opportunism in nodes’ intermittent meet-
ing is not properly taken into account. In this paper, to exploit the true
opportunism, we first propose a metric called ExMin which stochastically
calculates the metric by taking the expectation of the minimum delays over
all possible routes. We further show that ExMin can be computed online
by relying only on local information sharing. Our extensive experiments in-
volving three realistic network scenarios created by two vehicle traces (about
1500 Shanghai taxies and 500 San Francisco taxies) and one human mobility
trace (93 KAIST students) show that ExMin outperforms MinEx by up to
30% under either of DTN environments allowing single-copy or multi-copies
of a packet.
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1. Introduction

DTNs have emerged as an attractive networking paradigm for mobile net-
works where transmission links among mobile nodes are dynamically estab-
lished or torn down and communication is accomplished through multi-hop
message relaying. Such environments are becoming increasingly prevalent
due to the rapid growth of heterogeneous mobile devices and delay-insensitive
applications.

A key problem in DTNs is the selection of relay nodes. The problem is
unique in DTNs because relays are not necessarily determined by a source a
priori. This is due to the probabilistic nature of DTNs where it is unknown
in advance whether a node will meet a particular node in the future and use
that node as a relay. Since a relay is often determined at the time of meeting,
DTN routing is called opportunistic routing. This opportunism is different
from that used in wireless multi-hop networks (see [1, 2, 3, 4]) which relies on
the broadcast nature of wireless medium to choose the next hop forwarder:
after broadcasting a packet, the next relay (or forwarder) is selected among
the nodes that happen to receive the packets. In such networks, packet
receptions are probabilistic while in DTNs, node encounters are.

In DTNs, to choose a relay among its contemporarily established neigh-
bors, each node measures a routing metric for each candidate which is the
“cost” of delivery for its packet to the final destination if the packet is for-
warded to that candidate relay. Lately there has been an extensive array
of studies on both single-copy DTN routing [5, 6, 7] and multi-copy DTN
routing [8, 9, 10], most of which propose a method for choosing the best relay
node to maximize the probability of packet delivery. These protocols typi-
cally work as follows: 1) In case of single-copy routing [5, 6, 7], each packet
is forwarded to a relay node so that the number of a packet in the network
always remains one. To find the best relay, nodes compute the routing metric
of each candidate relay, which is the expected cost of multi-hop forwarding
path from each candidate relay to the destination. The cost is computed
transitively (e.g., [6]) considering all the possibilities of routing paths start-
ing from that candidate relay. When a node finds a candidate whose cost
is the minimum among its contemporary neighbors, the node forwards the
packet to the candidate relay and deletes the packet. 2) In case of multi-copy
routing [8, 9, 10], each packet is replicated to a relay node allowing that the
number of a packet increases as the replication happens. To find the best
relay node to replicate a packet, nodes first compute the routing metric of
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Figure 1: (a) An example to illustrate the difference between MinEX and ExMin: the
MinEx of node A is 4 whereas ExMin is 3. (b) ExMin prefers the path through A over the
path through B while MinEx does the opposite. The true expected delay of the two paths
through A and B are 6 and 20 respectively.

each candidate relay in the same way as single-copy protocols. Then, for each
packet, they compute the utility of replicating the packet to each candidate
relay based on the routing metric. When a node finds a candidate relay and
the packet whose utility is the best among all possible candidate relays and
packets, the node replicates the packet to the candidate relay. In both cases,
the routing metric is suitably chosen depending on the design objective such
as delay [9], probability of meeting [10] and expected remaining time for
meeting another relay or destination [6]. Note that all of these metrics can
be ultimately translated into the expected delays for the final delivery.

Practically all the existing DTN routing studies [5, 6, 7, 10] using the
metric of expected delay compute the expected delay from a node to the
destination of a packet by taking the minimum of the expected delay of each
individual route to the destination. We refer to such a metric as MinEx. As
an illustration, consider a DTN with four nodes A, B, C and D in Figure 1.
Each link is probabilistic where its associated cost of 2 is the expected delay
for its two end nodes to meet in the future. Suppose that the probability
distribution of the delays follows an exponential distribution with an intensity
1/2 (i.e., expected link delay is 2). MinEx from A to D yields the cost of 4,
taking the minimum of the expected delays possible from A which has two
choices of forwarding through either B or C.

MinEx, however, ignores an important aspect of “opportunism” enabled
by multiple choices of probabilistic paths. From Figure 1, since A forwards
a packet to whichever node it meets first as both nodes B and C have the
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same cost, the one-hop cost from A to either B or C should be the minimum
of two random delays1 which is 1. Since the second hop cost is 2, the total
cost is 3. Therefore, the true expected delay from A is the expectation of the
minimum random delays that B and C have for meeting A. We call such a
metric the expectation of the minimum or ExMin. Intuitively, ExMin can be
viewed as taking the aggregation of the arrivals of the two possible choices
since A chooses as a relay whichever node it meets first out of B and C. We
formally define ExMin in Section 4.

Incorrect accounting of the opportunity gain has a significant difference
in the end result leading to possibly much less optimal paths. Consider
a DTN in Figure 1 (b) where packets are routed from S and D. Suppose
that the currently established neighbors to S are A and B. The other links
are probabilistic with costs representing the expected inter-meeting times
between the two end nodes of the links. S’ expected delay through A is 6
(= 30(1/30) + 5) while that through B is 20. However, MinEx yields 35 and
20 as the expected delays through A and B, respectively. Thus, MinEx favors
B over A as the relay. But in reality, A is a much better choice since its true
expected delay is 6 instead of 35. On the other hand, ExMin is able to choose
A over B by exploiting the opportunism given to a relay with many potential
neighbors leading to the destination.

To exploit ExMin, a metric computation method, which assigns ExMin
values to all the nodes in the network is essential. However, computing it
requires global information sharing because it needs to consider all possi-
ble opportunistic paths enabled by the multiple hops to a destination. The
global information sharing means that all nodes get to know the entire net-
work topology and the cost of each link in the network by flooding meta-data
on local topology and local link costs. Since it is obvious that global informa-
tion sharing incurs significant control overhead, computing accurate ExMin
values for nodes without flooding meta-data becomes an important research
challenge.

To address such challenges, we aim at developing an online algorithm
which progressively (or iteratively) updates ExMin values of nodes by sharing
only local information. The key intuition behind the online computation
of ExMin lies in the iterations used in traditional distance vector routing

1For two exponential random variables Xi ∼ exp(λi), i = 1, 2, Y = min(X1, X2) ∼
exp(λ1 + λ2).
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algorithm [11]. Our analysis to see whether the online computation assigns
ExMin values to nodes close to the values using meta-data sharing or not
reveals that the link costs in real DTN scenarios are consistent enough to
support iterative metric updates. We claim that the consistency of link costs
in DTNs formed by humans or vehicles comes from the regularity inherent
in mobility patterns of humans and vehicles driven by humans. Our trace-
driven simulation results in Section 7 demonstrate that ExMin outperforms
existing protocols [5, 7, 10] with MinEx upto 30% in both single-copy and
multi-copy scenarios.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: We first briefly introduce
related work in Section 2. We then explain our assumptions, detailed metric
computation of ExMin and online ExMin through Section 3,4, and 5. Based
on the metrics, we analyze the impact of metrics and evaluate the perfor-
mance of DTNs when applying our metrics in Section 6 and 7. We conclude
our work in Section 8.

2. Related Work

A number of DTN routing studies are based on epidemic routing[12] which
floods packets to every connected node. While it guarantees optimal forward-
ing under no channel contention, flooding incurs huge overhead in terms of
channel resource, storage and power consumption in the network. Epidemic
routing does not achieve the optimal performance when channel contention
is considered. In order to find a DTN routing path without flooding, many
popular DTN routing methods[13, 14, 15, 16] are heuristically developed.

For enhancing the performance and reducing the overhead, there are a
lot of researches on exploiting utility characteristics assuming a single copy
approach in which nodes forward a packet and delete the packet. Most
simple algorithm is direct transmission[17]. A node moves with a packet
and when it meets the destination of the packet, it delivers the packet to
the destination. As mentioned above, we can use last encountered time
as a utility when we assume that all the nodes are following random walk
mobility model like ECT [18]. Jones et al.[7] propose MED which minimize
the end-to-end expected delay in DTN. Compared to ExMin, both of ECT
and MED do not account for the effect of the opportunistic paths which are
established by multiple future neighbors. Note that, when the inter-contact
time follows exponential distribution, ECT and MED can be regarded as
MinEx. Lebrun et al.[14] propose a location-based algorithm where utility
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is characterized by future path. Leguay et al.[19] suggests a pattern-based
algorithm. Each node’s utility is reflected by pointing each node’s pattern
in n-dimensional virtual coordinate. Recently there are social-based utilities
which is presented by Hui et al.[20] and Elizabeth et al.[21]. One difference
between those algorithms and ExMin is that they use additional information
such as location, social contacts. [22, 23] uses dynamic programming using
backward induction and presents threshold schemes as a forwarding decision
method. However, the backward induction works only when there is no
transmission contention in the networks and is not properly validated for
high node density scenario. Also, they can not compute the forwarding
metric in distributed way, but require global information sharing. On the
other hand, ExMin can be computed on-line without any global information
and applicable to high node density case by incorporating existing DTN
resource allocation algorithms.

In order to fully utilize the network resources, previous DTN studies[24, 7,
8, 25, 26, 9, 10] have taken multi-copy routings with their own routing utility
metrics. How to optimally allocate routing and scheduling resources in DTN
has been focused up to this point. [9] proposes a technique to reorder packets
in the transmission queue in order to maximize a given network utility. [10]
introduces snapshot optimality which approximates the optimal link and copy
scheduling in DTNs. However, when [24, 7, 8, 25, 26, 9, 10] decide which
packet to replicate, they use MinEx as the estimated delay of a certain path.

Unfortunately, the existing protocols of both single-copy and multi-copy
routings do not consider a routing metric accounting for the path opportunity
gain, as ExMin does, enabled by the probabilistic nature of inter-contact
times among nodes. Plugging our proposed metric, ExMin into existing
routing frameworks, we can show explicitly higher performance rather than
using MinEx.

3. Assumptions

We assume that each DTN node is equipped with a wireless radio and
a computing device with some amount of storage. Each node can track its
current location, either using GPS or GSM. Packets are the basic means
of communication and is typically large enough to carry one self-contained
message with proper address information about its source and destination.
Each node is identified by a unique ID. There are n nodes in the system
and all nodes always move within a predefined area. We say that when two
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nodes are in the radio range of each other, they meet each other, or they
are connected. Because of mobility, the neighbors of each node change over
time. We assume that when two nodes are connected, they are connected
sufficiently long enough to exchange packets of one node to another and there
is no loss of packets. The transmission delays of packets after two nodes are
connected are much smaller than the time it waits to meet each other. So we
assume that the transmission delays are negligible. The inter-contact time
(ICT) of two nodes is the time interval between two consecutive contacts. We
assume that each node i is aware of its own mobility patterns such as who
it “regularly” meets and the distribution of inter-contact times (ICTs) with
those nodes j. We mean by “regularly” that their meeting frequencies are
statistically significant often to compute the ICT distribution. In section 7,
we verify the existence of “regularity” by analyzing the mobility pattern of
real traces. For any two nodes that meet regularly v and w, we can define a
random variable Iv,w representing the inter-contact time. If two nodes have
history of regular meetings and they are aware of their ICT distribution,
we say they are the neighbors of each other. When we represent a link cost
between two nodes that are not currently connected, we use the mean inter-
contact time (ICT), or simply expected delay and its distribution. Such links
are probabilistic links. When two nodes meet, their delays are zero.

Throughout this paper, we consider a canonical form of opportunistic
routing[5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] commonly used in DTNs called CORD. CORD is
used as a reference routing protocol for designing efficient routing metrics.
It works as follows. A source node S has a packet to deliver to a destination
node D. When S meets a set of nodes N while holding the packet, then
it evaluates the following forwarding conditions. For each node v in N , it
computes a metricM(v), which is essentially the cost of delivering the packet
to D through v. If (1)M(v) is less thanM(S) and (2)M(v) is the minimum
among all M(l), l ∈ N , then v is chosen as a relay node and S forwards the
packet to v. After forwarding, it deletes the packet from its storage. Any
relay node holding the packet performs the same operation as S until the
packet is delivered to D. In some cases, condition 1 is checked with a fixed
threshold (see [22, 23]). If multiple copies of the packet are allowed, the
packet is not deleted after forwarding.
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4. Expectation of Minimum(ExMin)

4.1. Definitions

Every prior work we know of that uses expected delays for routing metric
uses the minimum of the expected delays. Formally, the minimum of the
expected delays from v to the destination is computed as follows. For each
node w in the neighbor set of v, we can define the minimum of the expected
delays recursively as follows.

MinEx(v) = min
w∈v’s neighbors

E
[
Iv,w + MinEx(w)

]
, (1)

MinEx(D) for destination node D is zero. We can limit the computation of
MinEx only over the paths of k hops or less to the destination. Any paths not
reachable to the destination within k hops have infinite cost. We denote such
a metric by MinEx-k. MinEx-n considers all possible simple paths without
any cycles.

CORD is highly opportunistic as a source (or relay node) forwards its
packets to the first meeting node whose metric satisfies the forwarding con-
dition. Therefore, the expected delay must be computed using the expec-
tation of the minimum expected delays possible through any neighbors of a
candidate node. ExMin accounts for the increased probability of meetings
when a node has many neighbors. Formally, for each node w in the neighbor
set of v, we can define ExMin (v) as follows.

ExMin(v) = E
[

min
w∈Nv

(Iv,w + ExMin(w))
]

(2)

where the set of next-hop neighborsNv = {w : w ∈ v’s neighbors, ExMin(w) ≤
ExMin(v)} and ExMin(D) is zero. The reason why next-hop neighbors should
have less delay than v’s current delay is to protect a loop of routing path. In
the same way as we define MinEx-k, we can define ExMin-k to limit the com-
putation of ExMin to the paths of k hops or less. Throughout this paper, we
simply use MinEx and ExMin instead of MinEx-n and ExMin-n respectively.

4.2. Metric computation

In the computation of the routing metric in Equation (2), we essentially
compute the expectation of X, where

X = min
j∈N
{Ij +mj},
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for a positive integer j and a finite index set N . Note that Ij denotes a
random variable representing inter-contact time and mj denotes a constant
representing a neighbor’s ExMin metric respectively. Recent studies reveal
that the human-assisted devices show a truncated power-law distribution
[27] whereas taxies in a city produce an exponential distribution [10]. It is
reasonable to assume that the inter-contact time distribution between nodes
v and w are given because it can be collected from private contact histories
and is known to v and w.

Assuming that Ijs’ are independent (i.e., the inter-contact times are in-
dependent for two different neighbors), it is convenient to first compute the
CCDF of X (P[X > x]), and then obtain the PDF of P[X = x] by differ-
entiating the CCDF. When the distribution of the inter-contact time Ij is
known, using the following:

P[X > x] = P[min
j∈N
{Ij +mj} > x]

=
∏
j∈N

P[Ij +mj > x]. (3)

Then, by the definition of expectation, it is easy to compute E[X] either in the
closed-form or numerically. In particular, if Ij is exponentially distributed,
we can verify that the closed-form solution can be found in Appendix 8.

4.3. Overheads in a centralized computation

When each node computes ExMin or MinEx by itself, the iteration of (1)
or (2) requires network resources for message passing, storage and computing.
Since those overheads can make ExMin computation infeasible, we analyze
the amount of each overhead experienced by each node.

4.3.1. Meta-data exchange

To compute (2) recursively, each node should know the information of
every link in the network e.g., inter-contact time distribution of all possible
pairs. As each node can keep track of the contacts with its current neighbors,
it can easily track its own meta-data for routing, e.g., inter-contact time
distribution with neighbors. However, tracking the meta-data of other links
in which neighbors are not attached requires nodes to flood their meta-data,
such as link-state routing protocols. Hence, when two nodes encounter each
other, they exchange there combined meta-data whose size is bounded by the
number of entire links in the network. To this end, the meta-data flooding
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additionally consumes wireless resources which is limited by the bandwidth
and the contact duration.

Since the meta-data should contain the distribution information of all
links in the network, the size of meta-data is O(N2) where N is the number
of all nodes in the network. Assuming that the inter-contact distribution of
each link is represented by one variable e.g., λ in exponential distribution,
the size of information may be 8 bytes. When there are 10000 nodes in the
network, the size of combined meta-data exchanged by currently established
nodes can be up to 8

(
10000

2

)
u 400MBytes. Thus, as the number of nodes

increases, the message passing incurs a critical overhead in wireless resources.

4.3.2. Computation complexity

When each node computes ExMin, they compute (2) iteratively for every
source destination pair. The number of iteration for each S-D pair is the
number of nodes N , since it is the maximum hop-count among all possible
paths of the S-D pair. Hence, the computation complexity is O(N2Df(N))
where D is the number of destinations and f(n) is the complexity of com-
puting the equation (2). In Appendix 8, we show an equation (7) which is
closed form of (2) in case where the inter-contact time distribution is assumed
to be exponential distribution. According to our derivation, the dominant
computing part in (7) is sorting neighbors’ ExMin value. If we use a quick
sort algorithm, f(N) can be O(NlogN). To this end, the complexity of cen-
tralized computation of ExMin is O(N3DlogN) when the link distribution
follows exponential distribution. Note that the centralized computation of
MinEx is O(N3D).

4.3.3. Storage

The amount of meta-data that each node maintains in its storage is same
to the overhead of message passing, O(N2). Moreover, to compute ExMin
recursively, each node should maintain the list which contain ExMin values
of every source-destination pair whose size scales with ND. Hence, the total
size of storage required for centralized ExMin is O(N2 +ND). Suppose that
there are 10000 nodes and 100 destinations in the network. Then the amount
of required storage is dominated by O(N2) and bounded by 400MByte.
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5. Online computation of ExMin

5.1. Computing ExMin Online

Due to the high control overheads in centralized computation of ExMin,
we aim at developing the online computation algorithm whose overheads are
much less than centralized method. The online computation is enabled by
the iterative form in the equation (2). Thus, if each node monitors its local
neighbor’s ExMin values and the link costs to them, the iterations distributed
over time finally lead to ExMin values for the entire topology.

Then, the main issue is how to design the online computation algorithm on
mobile nodes and we propose the following scheme. Nodes maintain ExMin
vector (EV) whose element is ExMin value from itself to each destination
and exchange their EVs with other nodes in contact. Upon receiving EVs
of other nodes, they update their neighbors’ EVs in their storages. Based
on their neighbors’ EVs, they re-compute their EVs. The detailed online
algorithm is summarized as follows.

Online ExMin computation

At each slot t,
Step 1. Probe current neighbors

Each node exchange the probing packets with nodes in contact.
Step 2. Update each link distribution to each neighbor.

If there exists a node who arrives at time t, the node updates the
inter-contact time distribution between itself and the encountering
node.

Step 3. Update EVs of neighbors.
Nodes exchange the meta-data which only contains their EVs. When
a node receives meta-data from other nodes in contact, it updates
EVs of next-hop neighbors. The set of next-hop neighbors of node
v, Nv is defined as
{w : w ∈ v’s neighbors,ExMin(w) < ExMin(v)}

Step 4. Compute ExMin in distributed way.
Based on the next-hop neighbors’ EVs, each node computes the
following equation and updates its EV.

ExMin(v) = E
[
minw∈Nv(Iv,w + ExMin(w))

]
.
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Figure 2: CDFs of online ExMin for every source-destination pair at simulation time t.
The online computation starts at t = 1 where one-hop inter-contact times are initially
assigned as metrics to each node. As t increases, the online ExMin converges to offline
ExMin which is computed in centralized way.

Step 5. Packet forwarding or replication.
Based on the computed routing metric (ExMin), CORD replicates
or forwards the packet to other nodes.

5.2. Overhead

5.2.1. Meta-data exchange

As each node should keep track of EVs of other nodes, their meta-data
just contain their own EV whose size is O(D). Compared to message passing
overhead of centralized computation in Section 4, the online algorithm con-
sumes much less wireless resource. Suppose that there are 10000 nodes and
100 destinations. Then, the size of meta-data is up to 800 Bytes, while the
size of meta-data in centralized computation is bounded by 400MBytes.

5.2.2. Computation complexity

Since each node only computes (2) without any iteration, the computation
overhead in online computation is O(Df(n)) which is much less than that of
the centralized computation.
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5.2.3. Storage

Each node should maintain neighbors’ EV whose size is O(ND). In case
of centralized computation, this is dominated by the size of every link distri-
bution, O(N2). Hence, the required storage is also reduced compared to the
centralized computation. When there are 10000 nodes and 100 destinations,
the amount of storage for each node should be up to 1MBytes, while the
required storage of the centralized computation is 100MBytes.

5.3. Convergence

We denote convergence time as the time taken to have saturated (or
stabilized) ExMin values for all nodes such that the values are not further
updated with more iterations. In real scenarios, if the convergence of ExMin
for a network is not guaranteed due to variability of link costs, ExMin looses
its practicality. Hence we verify whether ExMin can be converged in Figure 2.
We generate a mobile network of 100 nodes and assign a random inter-contact
time for each pair of nodes. Then, we operate the online ExMin algorithm
whose computation occurs whenever two nodes contact each other. The
result shows that the online ExMin converges to the offline ExMin as the
simulation time increases.

6. Metric Analysis

Both ExMin and MinEx as routing metrics represent the estimated delay
of DTN opportunistic routing. To illustrate the difference between MinEx
and ExMin in estimating the true delivery delays from a source to destination,
we run a simple simulation using an exponential distribution of inter-contact
times. We assign a random inter-contact time to each unique pair of nodes
in the network of 300 nodes. We randomly choose 20 source and destination
(S-D) pairs and measure their message delivery delay for CORD. We ignore
all the queuing delays to focus on the network delays caused by inter-contact
times. The experiment measures average message delays for each S-D pair
when MinEx and ExMin are used for routing metrics, respectively. Figure 3
shows measured delays as well as estimated delays by MinEx and ExMin.
From the figure, we can see that ExMin can track the true message delivery
delays very well while MinEx shows significant difference from the true delays.
This indicates that ExMin accurately estimates the opportunism exploited
by the routing algorithm.
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Figure 3: Message delivery delays between each S-D pair measured from a simulation
experiment when the CORD routing algorithm adopts MinEx and ExMin respectively.
The estimated delivery delays by MinEx and ExMin are also plotted. It shows ExMin
can track the true message delivery delays of an opportunistic DTN routing algorithm
(CORD).

Further, we provide a simple analysis to compare the metric values that
ExMin and MinEx compute on the same graph topology. Suppose that a
random inter-contact time from a source S to a future neighbor j is Ij(j =
1, · · · , n) and xj is an expected delay from node j to destination at 1 hop.

Theorem 1. For any source node S, metrics computed by ExMin and MinEx
have a following inequality.

ExMin-k(S) ≤ MinEx-k(S),∀k (4)

Proof. We prove theorem 1 by mathematical induction. When k = 1, both
ExMin-1(S) and MinEx-1(S) are equal to ID, where D is a destination node.

Suppose the statement holds at k = n and denote N n
E(S) and N n

M(S) by
a set of node S’s neighbors that are determined by ExMin-n and MinEx-n
as follows.

N n
E(S) = {j|ExMin-n(j) < ExMin-n(S)} (5)

N n
M(S) = {j|MinEx-n(j) < MinEx-n(S)} (6)
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At k = n+ 1,

ExMin-(n+ 1)(S) = E
[

min
j∈Nn

E(S)
(Ij + ExMin-n(j))

]
MinEx-(n+ 1)(S) = min

j∈Nn
M (S)

(
E
[
Ij + MinEx-n(j)

])
Note that N n

E(S) and N n
M(S) are not equivalent since a neighbor node

j in each set should satisfy different conditions that are ExMin-n(j) <
ExMin-n(S) or MinEx-n(j) < MinEx-n(S).

For convenience of notation, we let Mn(j) be MinEx-n(j) and En(j) be
ExMin-n(j). Let a be a next hop node of S for MinEx at iteration n+1 (i.e., a
solution of arg minj∈Nn

M (S) (Ij +Mn(j))). We divide this into two cases based
on whether node a is a member of a set Nn

E(S) or not.

• when a is not a member of N n
E(S), En+1(S) ≤ En(S) ≤ En(a) by (5).

Then, by the statement at k = n, En(a) ≤Mn(a) ≤Mn+1(S).

• when a is a member of N n
E(S), Ia+Mn(a) stochastically dominates Ia+

En(a) and Ia +En(a) stochastically dominates minj∈Nn
E(S)(Ij +En(j)).

Thus, En+1(S) ≤Mn+1(S)

In both cases, En+1(S) ≤Mn+1(S) and this proves the theorem. �Theorem 1
shows that ExMin always gives a lower metric value than MinEx, which is
also conjectured by Figure 3. This can be reinterpreted as the true delivery
delay of opportunistic routing estimated by ExMin is always less than the
delivery delay along the pre-determined shortest path (MinEx).

7. Performance Evaluation

7.1. Setup

We use three different GPS traces to verify our work: Shanghai taxi
traces[28] which were obtained from Wireless and Sensor networks Lab (WnSN),
Shanghai Jiao Tong University, San Francisco taxi traces[29], and KAIST
campus traces. In the Shanghai traces, the location information of about
4000 taxies is recorded at every 40 seconds within an area of 102 km2 for 28
days (4 weeks). In order to present more reliable results, we selected 1486
taxies (out of all 4000 taxies) which recorded more than 70 % of GPS read-
ings with high accuracy. The San Francisco traces obtained from tracking
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the GPS locations of 536 taxies in San Francisco at every 30 seconds for the
total period of over 25 days. For the KAIST campus traces, we gave GPS
devices to about 100 students who took an introductory computer literacy
class in September 2008. The GPS devices tracked and recorded the loca-
tions of all the students simultaneously in the KAIST campus for a period
of one week.

We create three different network scenarios created from the three GPS
traces: Shanghai, San Francisco and KAIST. The Shanghai scenario uses the
actual GPS mobility traces of 1486 taxies in the area of 30 km by 30 km; the
San Francisco scenario uses the mobility traces of 536 taxies in the area of 15
km by 30 km; and the KAIST scenario uses the mobility traces of 93 students
in the area of 2.5 km and 2.5 km. Each node has a WiFi radio in the ad hoc
mode and taxi nodes have 300 meter radio ranges and student nodes have 50
meters. The radio can transmit at a rate of 500 Kbps which is sufficient to
transmit one bundle (or packet) of 1.87 MB at every 30 seconds or 311 KB
at every 5 seconds. The size of buffers are assumed to be sufficiently large so
that there is no queuing loss of data.

7.2. Tested Algorithms and Metrics

We test two routing metrics. There are a number of routing algorithms in
the literature with various metrics [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10], most of which propose a
new protocol for choosing a relay. It is hard to evaluate all these algorithms.
Also, our interest lies in routing metrics, not in the detailed algorithmic fea-
tures of routing protocols. To that end, we use CORD as the generic routing
algorithm. Recall that the candidates of CORD are divided into two types
of DTN routing protocols: single-copy routing [5, 6, 7] and multi-copy rout-
ing [9, 10]. A nodes in single-copy routing protocols forwards their packets to
the node in contact whose routing metric is better than the node and deletes
the forwarded packets. In multi-copy routing protocols [9, 10], a node repli-
cates their packets to other nodes based on maximizing the corresponding
utility. The utility for each replication is determined by a resource allocation
and a routing metric which can be described as how many copies of each
packet are currently spread over the entire network and how long each copy
takes to be delivered to the destination, respectively. Note that the new
routing metric ExMin is our main contribution, while the optimal resource
allocation is already studied in [9, 10]. To sum up, a single-copy protocol
with MinEx can be viewed as one that represents a group of algorithms like
[6], [5] and multi-copy protocols with MinEx are [10, 9, 30]. We use Max
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Figure 4: CDFs of average inter-contact time for every taxi pairs, which are accumulated
over different amount of days.

Contribution [10] as a resource allocation in multi-copy scenario which is re-
ported to be sub-optimal yet outperform other existing multi-copy routing
protocols.

There are also many different types of routing metrics in the literature as
discussed in the introduction. Depending on the design objective, the metrics
are different. The examples include delay [9], probability of meeting [10] and
expected remaining time for meeting another relay or destination [6]. Many
of these algorithms rely on finding the shortest path to the destination. This
type of routing algorithms does not take into account probabilistic meeting
opportunism. Thus, they all have similar lapse as using MinEx for the routing
metric. Therefore, we use MinEx as a base case for presentation of our
experimental results.

Two performance metrics are considered: (i) delivery ratio and (ii) delay.
The delivery ratio is the ratio of the totally delivered packets (counting only
original packets) within a designated time deadline over the total number of
packets that sources generate. The delay refers to the average elapsed time
of all the delivered packets in all sessions.

7.3. Experimental Data Analysis

7.3.1. Regularity

People do not move randomly but move with their own schedules. Such
characteristics appearing at human movements form regular patterns of vis-
iting places or encountering other people[31, 18]. From the taxi trace in
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Figure 5: (a) Locality of one particular taxi in Shanghai and (c) Locality of one particular
taxi in San Francisco. We split the entire Shanghai and San Francisco city into 900 grids
and 450 grids respectively. Each grid is color-coded by the average number of visits per
day. Light gray: 5 visits per-day, dark gray: 6 visits, black: more than 7 visits, red star:
the weighted center of the taxi. The total visits over two weeks on each grid in y-axis is
plotted on the right side. (b),(d) The points in (a) and (c) are plotted on the Shanghai
and San Francisco city map

shanghai, we also find regularity in the pattern of 1) encountering taxies and
2) locations each taxi visits daily. First, Figure 4 shows regularity in the
pattern of encountering other taxies. In order to show the existence of such
patterns, we plot CDFs of average inter-contact times whose samples are ag-
gregated over days. For instance, the samples of CDF curve for day 17 is the
average inter-contact times for every taxi pairs which are computed based
on inter-contact times from day 1 to day 17. From Figure 4, we observe
that the average inter-contact times become almost constant after averaging
inter-contact times over more than two weeks. The curves in Figure 4 also
indicate that there exist a few taxi pairs who are frequently encountering
each other.
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Second, Figure 5 shows another regular patterns in visiting areas for each
taxi. Figure 5(a) plots the visit counts of a particular taxi over 900 grids
of Shanghai and (b) plots the visit count over 450 grids of San Francisco.
The color dots represent the frequency of visits per day where darker colors
imply more frequent visits. We denote the weighted center of all the visited
locations of that taxi by a red star. A weighted center is defined to be the
geographical center position regarding the number of visits as the weight for
all visited locations. The number of frequently visited grids are fairly small
and all the frequently visited grids are centered around the weighted center.
This trend is also clearly visible from the other traces. We omit the plots.
If we define the locality of nodes as the grids that are visited by the same
node more than twice a day, we can verify that the average number of unique
grids in a locality of each node is less than 10% of the total number of grids
for vehicle traces: 65 out of 900 (with variance of 35) from Shanghai, 14 out
of 200 from San Francisco, and 64 out of 100 from KAIST human traces.
These data indicate that nodes (taxies and students) form their locality and
the size of them is relatively small.

To sum up, those regularity in human movement stabilize the inter-
contact time distribution, which in turn make online ExMin computation
feasible in real traces.

7.3.2. Randomness of inter-contact time

The inter-contact time is treated as a delay of each link in DTN. Due
to the uncertainty of mobility, the link delay is assumed to follow certain
stochastic distribution. Recent researches [10, 32] show that inter-contact
time distribution in vehicular scenario follows exponential distribution. For
human mobility trace, the distribution shows heavy-tail with exponential
decays [31].

7.4. Simulation Results

7.4.1. Single copy case

For simulation, we randomly choose about 1000 S-D pair sessions for
Shanghai and San Francisco and about 200 for KAIST. All the sessions start
at the same time. 30 packets are injected into the network from each source
in Shanghai and San Francisco taxi traces and 10 packets are injected in the
KAIST student trace. Each bundle is associated with a deadline and if a
bundle does not get delivered with a deadline, it is dropped. Figure 6 shows
the performance of normalized delivery ratios(DR) and normalized delays of
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Figure 6: Performance of single-copy case : (a) Normalized Delivery ratio (DR) and (b)
Normalized delay of two metrics for deadlines with randomly chosen 1000 S-D pairs of
Shanghai taxies. The delay performance gain of ExMin is up to 20% than MinEx (c)
Normalized DR and (d) Normalized delay of San Francisco trace with randomly chosen
1000 S-D pairs. The delay performance gain ExMin is up to 23% than MinEx. (e)
Normalized DR and (f) Normalized delay with randomly chosen 200 S-D pairs of KAIST
students. ExMin has up to 33% lower delay than MinEx.

two routing metrics in the single-copy mode. For instance, a normalized DR
of ExMin is calculated as (DR of ExMin)

(DR of ExMin)+(DR of MinEx)
. The reason why we use

a normalized gain is to clearly expose performance differences over various
deadlines. We show that ExMin performs better than MinEx in all scenarios.
The delivery ratio and delay of ExMin over MinEx grow up to 22% and 16%,
respectively for the Shanghai traces; 12% and 18% for the San Francisco
trace; and 35% and 33% for the KAIST trace. In KAIST environment where
the students in the trace are all well connected as they all take the same course
and scale of the campus network is small, the opportunistic routing with
MinEx which computes the delay of a predetermined path to a destination
fails to capture true opportunism leading to substantially lower performance.
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Note that in all experiments, we use exponential ICT distributions. While
this assumption holds for the vehicle traces [10, 32], it does not for human
mobility traces as they are shown to follow heavy-tail with exponential de-
cays [31]. Despite this discrepancy in the distributions of ICT used in the
calculation of ExMin and in the actual traces, ExMin shows very good per-
formance over MinEx. There could be a few explanation for this outcome.
One thing is that this gain is mainly due to diverse paths available in the
KAIST trace as most participants are well connected with each other and
this provides more opportunities for ExMin to exploit the opportunism of
diverse links. If ExMin uses more accurate ICT models, then we expect the
performance gain would only increase. Another possible explanation for this
behavior is that although human traces show heavy-tail tendency, they still
have exponential decay at the end of the tail. Therefore, the exponential
ICT distribution still provides a good approximation to the actual sample
ICT distribution.

7.4.2. Multi-copy case

We also compare the performance of the routing metrics in multi-copy sce-
nario where nodes replicate their packets to other relay nodes. In the multi-
copy scenario, we randomly choose 1000 S-D pair sessions for the Shanghai
and San Francisco traces and about 200 for the KAIST trace. In each session,
15 packets are injected in Shanghai and 100 packets are injected in both San
Francisco and KAIST trace. Since Shanghai trace has much more number
of nodes than San Franscisco trace, we intentionally injected less number of
packets to Shanghai trace to obtain emulation results in a reasonable time du-
ration. As mentioned in Section 7.2, we implemented Max Contribution [10]
as a baseline algorithm. In [10], Max Contribution is extensively compared
with other DTN algorithms and shown to outperform RAPID [9] and others
by up to 50 %. Then, by replacing the routing metric MinEx by ExMin, we
design a new version of Max Contribution with ExMin. Figure 7 shows the
normalized performance metrics for each scenario.

The results in Shanghai tell us that the performance gain in delivery
ratio is up to 30% when deadline is 6 hours. As the deadline increases, the
gain is naturally reduced to zero since the delivery ratios of both algorithms
converge to one. This shows that the substantial gain over Max Contribution
can be achieved just by adding the true opportunistic gain in the routing
metric. However, the performance of Max Contribution in San Francisco and
KAIST traces is pretty comparable to the performance of Max Contribution
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Figure 7: Performance of multi-copy case : (a) Normalized Delivery ratio (DR) and (b)
Normalized delay of two metrics for deadlines with randomly chosen 1000 S-D pairs of
Shanghai taxies. The DR performance gain of ExMin is up to 29% than MinEx (c)
Normalized DR and (d) Normalized delay of San Francisco trace with randomly chosen
1000 S-D pairs. The delay performance gain ExMin is 10% over MinEx when deadline is 5
hours. (e) Normalized DR and (f) Normalized delay with randomly chosen 200 S-D pairs
of KAIST students. ExMin has up to 5% higher DR than MinEx.

with ExMin. This is because the effect of a resource allocation2 in Max
Contribution dominates the effect of opportunistic gain from the routing
metric. In other words, in the San Francisco and KAIST traces, deciding
the number of copies replicated by nodes is more important than estimating
more precise delay for each copy’s path. We can explain the phenomenon by
investigating the characteristics of each trace. Figure 8 plots the weighted
centers of all nodes in (a) Shanghai and (b) San Francisco, which represents
the regularly visited area of each taxi. The visited areas in San Francisco

2As mentioned in Section 7.2, we define the resource allocation policy in multi-copy
routing as controlling the number of replicated copies of a packet in the network.
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Figure 8: We plot Weighted Centers (W.Cs) which represents regularly visiting area of
(a) 1400 taxies in Shanghai and (b) 600 taxies in San Francisco.

are concentrated on the downtown (top area), the airport (bottom area) and
the intermediate highway road, while those in Shanghai are widely dispersed
over various region. Since the San Francisco trace has much smaller hot-
spot areas than Shanghai, spreading copies by replications in San Francisco
performs better than Shanghai. Hence, the impact of a routing metric in
San Francisco is less influential under multi-copy algorithms. In KAIST
trace where students share a small number of common visited places (e.g.,
class rooms, dormitory and dining facility), we also observe the small gain
due to the similar characteristic to San Francisco trace.

Figure 9 further shows the effect of the routing metric for a varying num-
ber of injected packets to Shanghai trace. At the offered load of 10∼20 per
each session, Max Contribution with ExMin outperforms the original Max
contribution [10] up to 29%. When the offered loads are significantly small,
the network resource becomes sufficient to deliver all the loads, thus, the per-
formance gap between MinEx and ExMin decreases. For significantly high
offered load (compared to the network resource), most of the injected packets
cannot take the opportunity to be replicated but just stay in the queues of
each node during given deadline, in which the effect of estimating a more
correct routing metric decreases.

8. Conclusions

Probabilistic links formed among mobile encounters in DTN leads chal-
lenging routing problems. So far, a popular approach is to use expected
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Figure 9: The performance gain are plotted over various number of injected packets per
each session. The gain is measured by comparing the delivery ratio (DR) and Delay of
‘Max Contribution with ExMin’ and ‘Max Contribution’. For each offered load, we pick
the maximum DR and Delay gain among all possible deadlines.

delays as a routing metric to decide the next hop relay node for packet de-
livery to the destination, based on the minimum of the expected delays over
the possible paths. This MinEx metric ignores the opportunity gain induced
by probabilistic link delays in spite of opportunistic forwarding of selecting
the relay that is first encountered. To exploit such an opportunism in the
routing metric computation, we propose a new metric ExMin that takes the
expectation of the minimum delays over multiple hops, statistically. Then,
we propose the online computation algorithm of ExMin to reduce the over-
heads of centralized computation. Our extensive simulation results over real
traces show that ExMin achieves much better performance than MinEx in
both single-copy and multi-copy scenarios.

In this paper, we discuss the proposed metrics, ExMin in the context of
exponential inter-contact time distributions. Although our two taxi traces
show exponential ICT distributions, several studies on human mobility indi-
cate that the ICT distribution of people including our KAIST student traces
has a shape of a power-law head and an exponential tail (much like trun-
cated power-law). Clearly, according to our results on KAIST traces, the
definition of our metrics does not preclude use of them under different ICT
distributions. We believe that ExMin is widely beneficial in general DTN
environment.
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Appendix

ExMin computation for exponential inter-contact time

The computation of E[X], where X = minj∈J {Ij +mj}, for Ij ∼ exp(λj)
and some constant mj, for a finite set J ,J = {1 . . . J}.When m1 = . . . = mJ ,
the computation is easy since it suffices to compute minj Ij which is known
to be exponentially distributed with the intensity

∑
j λj.

When mjs are not equal, without loss of generality, we assume that m1 ≤
. . . ≤ mJ . For a given j, from (3), we have:

P[X > x] =


1 if 0 < x < m1∏j

i=1 P[Ii +mi > x] if mj < x < mj+1∏J
i=1 P[Ii +mi > x] if mJ < x <∞,

where we divide the cases of x to consider when x − mi < 0 (i.e., P[Ii >
x−mi] = 1 for any i. Then, it follows that

P[X = x] =


0 if 0 < x < m1

λ̄j exp (−λ̄jx+ m̄j) if mj < x < mj+1

λ̄J exp (−λ̄Jx+ m̄J) if mJ < x <∞,
where

λ̄j =

j∑
k=1

λk, m̄j =

j∑
k=1

λkmk.

Then, by definition of expectation, we get:

E[X] =

∫ ∞
0

xP (X = x)dx

=
J−1∑
j=1

∫ mj+1

mj

λj · x · e−λjx+mjdx

+

∫ ∞
mJ

λJ · x · e−λJ ·x+mJdx

=
J−1∑
j=1

{e−mjλj+mj(mj +
1

λj
)− e−mj+1λj+mj

·(mj+1 +
1

λj
)}+ e−mJλJ+mJ (mJ +

1

λJ
) (7)
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